
 

 

 

 

 

300A New type transparent film (three-dimensional) packaging machine(also called tobacco 

packing machine)  

          

 

USES： 

  This machine is widely applicable to the automatic film packaging (with gold tear tape) of various single boxed 

articles, such as the medicine, health products, foodstuff, daily cosmetics, stationery articles, and audiovisual 

products.  

Performance Characteristics 

This machine is a packing machine of new generation in light of the considerationof various shortcomings in 

which domestic traditional cigarette packet packing machine was refit to transparent film packing machine. It is 

a great outcome through many-year elaborate after the application of many patented technologies by our 

factory, which aims at the requirement from the user who requires for a variety of changes in sizes of packing 

boxes, with main characteristics as follows: 

1. No need to regulate the height of two work tops of the machine when the mould is replaced, no need 

to assemble or dismantle the material discharge chains and discharge hopper. Reduce the 

replacement time of the mould four hours to the present 30 minutes.  

2. New-type double safeguard mechanisms are used, hence other spare parts will not be damaged when 

the machine runs out of step without the stop of the machine.  
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8.  

9.  

10. Original unilateral hand swing device to prevent from shaking the machine adversely, and the 

non-rotation of the handwheel during the running of the machine can secure the security of the 

operator.  

11. New-type double-rotary film cutting cutter can ensure no need to mill the blade during many-year use 



of the machine, which overcomes the defect that the traditional stationary single-rotary film cutting 

cutter was easily worn.  

Main Technical Parameters:  

Packing Material BOPP film and gold tear tape 

Packing Speed 40~80packs/ minute 

Packing Size Min. ３0*２0*１.2cm Max.(L)240(W)120(H)60 mm 

Electric Supply & Power 220V 50Hz 5kw 

Weight 500kg 

Overall Dimensions (L)2000(W)700(H)1400mm 
 

 


